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KUWAIT: Despite the show of unity that
Kuwaitis displayed in the aftermath of the ter-
rorist attack on a Shiite mosque in Kuwait City
last month, some people believe that there is
still a lot of work that needs to be done in order
to tackle prejudice in society. One of those
people is Dr Abdullah Aldousari, a consumer
behavior instructor at the Management and
Marketing Department of Kuwait University’s
College of Business Administration, who
believes that social media continues to impact
the general public’s perceptions and make
people more likely to stereotype.

Dr Aldousari asked his students to analyze

the general stereotypical perceptions associat-
ed with the Sunni and Shiite communities,
through a test that carried two diagrams show-
ing the brains of Sunnis and Shiites with false
ideas associated with them. The teacher used
an abusive term to refer to the brain in each
diagram, drawing public attention to his teach-
ing methods from social media and the press -
including a front page story in a leading Arabic
daily.

In response, Dr Aldousari provided the
Kuwait Times with a copy of the test (given for
extra credit) along with a letter explaining his
point of view and the reasons why he chose

this sensitive topic as a subject for his test, and
why is it necessary to address this issue now.

•••••••••
Letter to the editor
By Dr Abdullah Aldousari

‘Unprecedented honesty.’ This is what the
article on the front page of Al-Rai newspaper
opened with on July 14, 2015. The day before
the article, I gave an optional extra credit quiz
to my students to help those who want to

improve their grades. Anyone who attended
the extra credit got full marks.

The quiz is intended to test my students’
knowledge of the influence of media (social
media in particular) on our perceptions and
attitudes towards people of different religious
denominations. During the semester, we dis-
cussed how the repeated exposure to false
information would become, overtime, a belief! 

The point of this discussion is to show that
instead of thinking of a Sunni (Shiite) person as
our neighbor, classmate, and fellow citizen, we
started to project our negative stereotypes on
him/her.

These negative stereotypes came mainly
from the repeated exposure to extremist
media, which over time makes these associa-
tions even stronger. Many Shiites have wrong
or misleading information about their fellow
Sunni citizens (and vice versa). These percep-
tions, consequently, would lead to a less united
population.

The too “honest” aspect of my quiz that
spread on social media, got the attention of
the of high ranking officials, and warranted a
front page coverage is the use of “Nasibi” and
“Rafidi”-two insulting words toward both
Sunnis and Shiites respectively.

The obvious question is then, why all the
overwhelming attention that warranted a
front-page coverage?

My working theory is that we are not ready
for honesty... yet! This is a taboo topic that we
know exists and discuss among ourselves, but
rather not talk about in a public setting. Why
are we acting as if this is not an issue, while we
live it every day?! For example, during elec-
tions, we receive phone calls from our con-
stituents and friends asking us to vote for a
particular person because he is a Sunni, Shiite,
or Liberal-regardless of that person’s qualifica-
tions for the position being elected for. 

In addition, on Twitter and WhatsApp, we
receive many fatwas and video clips taken out
of context of religious scholars expressing the
hatred they have toward other denominations.
Our youth, and adults alike, should not gener-
alize a fatwa or a video clip they received in
social media apps (or from any source for that
matter). Taking fatwas out of context is what
terrorists groups are using to brainwash young
adults to commit suicide bombing.

This is the problem. This misinformation has
affected adults so much so that it trickled
down all the way to children in kindergarten.
At this tender age, children should not be argu-
ing what it means to be Sunni or Shiite!

The new generation is growing up with cell-
phones and social media at hands; they are
being exposed to so much more information
than those of the previous generation. If we, as
parents and educators, do not do our part in
guiding them, then we carry the blame. We
need to STOP sugar coating these issues, and
start “telling it like it is.”

In college, where this discussion and quiz
took place, we should explore these sensitive
topics and link them to the curriculum being
taught. As educators, our job is to have stu-
dents explore and see other point of views in a
safe and respectful environment. How can we
achieve this without being “honest”?

Yes, I was “too honest,” and that is what
made this topic an issue, but in doing so, I
believe this is one (or the only) way to break
through the clutter and gain the young gener-
ations’ attention. The best advice we have to
avoid such negative association and stereotyp-
ing has cascaded through history and remains
(and will continue to be) true, is the Qur’anic
verse, Al-Hujuraat: 

If a wicked person) comes to you with any
news, verify it, lest you should harm people in
ignorance, and afterwards you become regret-
ful for what you have done”

[al-Hujuraat 49:6]

Professor addresses sectarian issue 

in controversial extra credit exam

Nasibi (Sunni) brain:

• Malignant cells

• Terrorism

• Lies spreading center

• Ignorance

• Grudge

• Division between Muslims

• Expiation

• Following criminals

• Hypocrisy

• Preparing explosives

• Heresy

Rafidi (Shiite) brain:
• Distortion of the Holy Quran
• Insulting the companies of the

Prophet (PBUH)
• Polytheism
• Beating oneself
• Collecting the ‘fifth’ (money col-

lected from the wealthy at one
fifth of their money

• Ignorance
• Stupidity
• Rotten odor center
• Lies
• Pious
• Enjoyment

KUWAIT: The picture above is a scan the test carrying diagrams for the stereo-
typical image of the Sunni (right) and Shiite brains. Each diagram shows the
components of a person’s brain from the stereotypical perspective of a person
from the other sect. The components are as follows:

7 tips for 

surviving the

summer in Kuwait

By Sara Ahmed

1. Enjoy the empty roads. Kuwait is notorious
for snarled, hours-long traffic jams that eat
up drivers with frustration. But that is not a
problem in the summer months (especially
in August) so go out and take a long, casual
drive (preferably with music blaring) and
enjoy it while you can. 

2. Find a hobby that you can do indoors.
Draw, play the guitar or ice skate. Play cards
or join an online gamers’ community. Find
something that you like to do indoors (oth-
er than watching TV) and a community to
do it with and spend your summer having
fun.

3. Knock off the ‘to do’ list. Remember that list
of things to do at work - organize your files,
clean off your desk, repaint the office walls?
Well now is the time to do it. Everything has
slowed to a snail’s pace and is not likely to
pick back up before the fall. Take the month
and get organized. 

4. Remodel your home or apartment. Ok, so
you do not need to actually remodel the
whole place but summer is a great time to
repaint your flat, lay new tiles or reorient
the furniture in your living room. You will
feel refreshed and your home will get a nice
new look. 

5. Explore somewhere you have never been
before. It is true that most outdoor activity
is unbearable after 7:00 am but there are
plenty of new malls, restaurants and enter-
tainment places in Kuwait. Check out some-
where you have never been or visit a shop,
cafÈ or mall you have not been to in a while. 

6. Take a weekend off. Just because you are
staying in Kuwait for the summer does not
mean you cannot travel on a weekend.
Bahrain is literally a hop, skip and 50 minute
plane ride away and there are plenty of
weekend things to do in Manama. 

7. Find a beach or pool and swim. You will feel
refreshed, get some outdoor exercise and a
lovely summer tan. 

What are your favorite things to do spend-
ing summer in Kuwait? Email us at
local@kuwaittimes.net with your list. 

Traffic congestion to be

eased by 2018: Official 

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s pending traffic congestion will be solved by
2018, the Ministry of Public Works Undersecretary Awatif Al-
Ghuniem speculated yesterday. She added, on the fringes of an
annual conference for public roads, that many highways and
bridges projects are undergoing and they will relieve traffic flow
once they are completed by the next few years. 

Meanwhile, Assistant Undersecretary at the Ministry’s roads
engineering department Ahmad Al-Hassan pointed out that
these undergoing projects are taking into consideration the
country’s growing population and its urban expansion. He also
added that the Ministry is working side by side with other con-
cerned government bodies to make the completion of these proj-
ects as convenient as possible for both contracting companies
and the public. — KUNA

KUWAIT: A picture from the annual conference for public roads,
which kicked off yesterday. — KUNA 

Naval force to conduct

ammunition exercise

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Defense announced yesterday that the
Kuwaiti Naval Force will be conducting a three-day live ammuni-
tion exercise on August 29 and 30. The exercise, part of Kuwait’s
emphasis on its defense sector, will start at six a.m. local time and
would go on for 12 hours, ending at 6:00 pm.

The shooting range would be 16.5 nautical miles east of Ras Al
Julai’a to Qaruh Island, and six nautical miles east of Ras Azzour to
Umm Al-Maradem Island, the Ministry of Defense Directorate of
Moral Guidance and Public Relations said in a press statement. To
ensure maximum safety, the statement urged sea-goers to avoid
the area during the announced dates. — KUNA

A scan of a report that appeared on Al-Rai newspaper, covering Dr Abdullah Aldousari contro-
versial quiz.


